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Abstract 
In this Paper we obtain some sufficient and some necessary conditions that the 
identity be in the closure of the range of an inner derivation. We obtain some results 
concerning the intersection of the closure of the range of the inner derivation induced 
by .4 and the commutant of A. 0 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights 
reserved. 
1. Introduction 
Let Y(R) denote the algebra of all bounded linear Operators on a complex 
separable and infinite dimensional Hilbert space ,X. The inner derivation in- 
duced by A E P’(X) is the map defined by 
ii, : _Y(.%) H sq:T) S,A(X) = AX -XA (A E Y(Y)). 
The identity is not a commutator; that is, Z @ R(C),) for any A E _Y(.#), where 
R(6,) denotes the range of SA. Nevertheless, Anderson [l] proved the remark- 
able result that 1 E R(6,4) for a large class of Operators, where R(6,) denotes the 
closure of the range of ~3~ in the norm topology. This allowed him to define a 
new class of Operators, called 
Jd(R) = (‘4 E “Y(,Y?): z E R(ijA)} 
In this Paper we obtain some sufficient conditions under which Z @ R(6,) by 
generalizing some results given by Stampfli [2]. Let 
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then there exists a sequence (X,,) in Y(.F) such that 
,4X,, - X,,A i 1 
since I E {,4}’ it easy to verify that 
P’“‘(A)& -X,,P’“‘(A) 4 Pfk+“(A)Z. 
Then 
P(A)& -2-J’(A) * P(‘)(A), 
which implies that P(‘>(A) is compact. Also 
P”‘(A)& -X,,P”)(A) 4 P”‘(A) 
implies that P”‘(A) is compact. By repeating the same argument it follows that 
P’“)(A) is compact. hence Z is also compact, which is absurd. ??
Remark 1. The above theorem generalizes the theorem of Stampfli [2], p. 522 Cif 
Ak is compact. then Z @ R(~A)). 
Theorem 2. Lrt A E L(H) md supposr that 
R(&,,,) n W)l’ = (0) 
for some pollwomial P. Thrn rvery operator in R(d,,) n {A}’ is nilpottunt. 
Proof. Suppose that T E R(~,J) n {A}‘. Then there exists (X,) in L(H) such that 
AX,, - X,,A i T E {A}‘. 
Then 
P(A)X, - XJ’(A) --f P”‘(A)T 
which Shows that 
P”‘(W E R(&(.A)) I- {P(A)}’ 
that is. P”‘(A)T = 0. Now 
P”‘(A)X,, -X,P”‘(A) -i Pt2’(A)T 
which gives 
0 = 7P”‘(A)X,,T - D&P(“(A)T i P(‘)(A)T3 
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that is, Pc2)(A)T3 = 0. By repeating the same argument it follows that Tk = 0 
for a given integer k, hence T is nilpotent. In particular every normal Operator 
in R(6,) n {A}’ vanishes. 0 
Theorem 3. Let A E Y(X) and suppose that 
R(k) n {P(A))’ = 101 
for some polynomial P. Then I $ R(hA). 
Proof. Suppose that Z E R(~A). By Lemma 1, there exists an invertible Operator 
B such that 
B E R(6,) n {A}’ 
But then Theorem 2 would imply that B is nilpotent, which is absurd. 0 
Corollary 1. Let A E 9(X). If P(A) is normal, isometric or eo-isometric 
(AA’ = z or A*A = Z) f or some polynomial P, then I # R(6,,). 
Proof. In [4], p. 136-137, Anderson Shows that 
R(~P(A)) ” {P(# = 10) 
under these hypotheses. 0 
Lemma 2. Let A E 5?(X) and f be an analyticfunction on an open set containing 
o(A). If T E R(~A) n {A}‘, then f’(A)T E R(~~(AJ). 
Proof. We have 
f (4 = &/f(i)(A - A)-’ dl, 
f’(A) = &/f(d)(A - A)-2 dk 
1 
Suppose that T E R(dA) n {A}‘. Then there exists a sequence (X) in -Y(Z’) 
such that 
IlT - (Mn -XA)II + 0. 
We have 
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f(A)& -xJ(A) -.f’(A)T =& .I’ J’(j.)[(j, - A)r’X,, 
-X,,(j_-A) ’ - (2 - A) ‘ld/! 
since T E (4)‘. Then 
(i.-4-V= (n-4))‘T(k4)‘. 
Consequently we obtain 
(;. - A))‘& -&(X - 4))’ - (PU - A))‘T 
=(i.-A)-‘[X,(,,-A)-(i.-A)X,-T](A-A)~’ 
= (;. -4))‘(fl, -X,,A - T)(j. --A)_‘. 
Hence 
l ! ,f(A)[(A - A)-‘X,, - X,(3. - 4))’ - (A - A)-‘1 ll 
a suPllf(~~)lII/(~ -&I12114X,, -XJ - TI1 
it; 
which implies that 
Il.f’(4)% - xJ”(4) -f’(4)TII + 0 
i.e.. .f’(A)T E R(6,1.,,). 17 
Theorem 4. Let A E 2?(Z) und f he an anulytic fimction on an open set 
contuining a(A) such that f’ does not zunish on o(A). Then 
A E J_{(X) sf(A) E &(P) 
Proof. +) Suppose that Z E R(dA) (OA E JA(#)). Then by Lemma 2, we have 
Y’(4) E R(&M) n {f(A)]‘. 
Since ,f’(A) is invertible, it follows by Lemma 1, that 1 E R(61,.AJ). 
+) The result of Weber [8] guarantees that, if,f’ is an analytic function on an ~- 
open set containing o(A), we have R(6f(.dJ) c R(6,,), so if I E R(S,,,,,), then 
1 E R((S/,). 0 
Lemma 3. Let A E _!Y(z&‘) he an Operator lvhich has u pole offinite Order. Then 
Proof. If the pole has Order v, in the decomposition of 3“ = R(E;.) @ G, we tan 
write A = Al CE AZ, where (Al - 2)’ =0 on R(E;.). Since Al is an algebraic 
Operator, Z @ R(SA,). Hence 
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Theorem 5 [9]. Let A E _Y(J?) und suppose that f is un analytic jiinction on an 
open set containing a(A) such that f’ does not vanish on some neighbourhood oj 
o(A). rf 
R(W n {f(A))’ = (01, 
then 1 @ R(6f(a>). 
Remark 2. In the proof of Theorem 5 it was asserted by Yang [9] that if 
Z E R(dA), then o(A) is finite, hence the Operator A is similar to an Operator of 
the form Cy=i @Ai with a(A,) = {&} and Ai - Ai is nilpotent. This is not true in 
general. 
Thus we provide the following proof. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3 that we tan assume A has no poles. Suppose 
that 1 E R(~A). Then there exists a sequence (X,) of Operators in (2(X) such 
that 
AX,, - X,,A + I, 
hence by Lemma 2 
f (4Xn -Xf (A) -f’(A). 
Therefore f’(A) E R(hfcA)) n {f(A)}’ = (0) implies j”(A) = 0 and by the theo- 
rem of the minimal equation [6], p. 571, f’ vanishes on some neighborhood 
of a(A). Hence 1 @‘R(6,). 0 
Corollary 3. Let A E 9(S) and Zet f(A) b e normal, isometric or co-isometric, 
where f is an analytic function on an open set containing o(A) such that f’ does 
not vanish on some neighborhood of a(A). Then I # R(6*). 
Proof. Since f(A) is normal, isometric or co-isometric 
R(~AA)) n {f(A)}’ = {O>. 
Hence by Theorem 6 Ie R(6,). ??
Remark 3. In Corollary 3, the hypothesis that f’ not vanish on some 
neighborhood of o(A) is indispensable. Indeed, there exists an Operator 
A E 9(S) such that Z E R(~A); nevertheless, f (A) is obviously normal for any 
function f vanishing on some neighborhood of o(A). Therefore, the theorem of 
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Stampfli [2] p. 522 is true if we assume that f” does not vanish on some 
neighborhood of a(A). 
3. Commutants and derivation ranges 
Definition 2. An Operator A E S!‘(#‘) is called. by Stampfli and Wadhwa [lO]. 
dominant if, for all complex 2, range (4 - j_) C range(il ~ i)*. or equivalently, 
it” there is a real t-tumber M, 3 1 such that 
for all ,/’ in .W If there is a constant M such that M, < M for all i., A is called hl- 
hyponormal. and if M = 1. A is hyponormal. 
Theorem 6 [5]. Lrt A E _!P(.%’ ). Then cvrl’ compirct operrrtor in R(d,,“’ il { ‘4)’ In 
yuasirlill)otcnt. 
Theorem 7. J/‘B E R(6A)» n {A}’ and f‘(B) is compLlct. ölhure ,f‘ is 1712 tolll/>3tic 
,fimction OH an open set containing o(A), then 
cr(B) c {z $(z) = O}. 
Proof. If B E m)“’ n {A}‘, then 
AX, - X,A = B. 
Since j’(B) E {A}’ we have 
AX,,f’(B) - Xxf”(B)A = B.f(B). 
That is. 
@f(B) E R(6,)” n (24)‘. 
Since B,f(B) is compact, then a(@f(B)) = g(a(B)) = 0 by Theorem 6, where 
g(z) = ;f-(7). Cl 
Theorem 8. Let A (resp. A*) he dominant operators. [f‘B E R(6l)” n {A”}‘, thcn 
{i E nr(B*): dim ker(B* -x) < x,} c (0) 
(respectioel~ 
i. E n,(B): dim ker(B - j,) < X} c (0)). 
)ihere cr,,(A) is the point spec’trum of’A. 
Proof. Suppose that A is dominant and B E mM n {A”}‘. Then 
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B* E R(6,)“’ rl {A}‘. 
Let A E Rapp be such that E = ker(B* - 2) is finite dimensional. The subspace 
E is invariant under B* and A. It’s easy to verify that Al, is dominant. Then Al, 
is normal so E reduces A, since E is finite dimensional. (See [lO]). 
Let H = E CD El. Then we tan write 
Since B* E m”, lbIE E R(&*), and this implies that A = 0. By the Same argu- 
ments as above, the proof of the theorem tan be finished. 0 
Corollary 4. If A or A’ ure dominant Operators, then every compact Operator in 
mw n {A*}’ is quasinilpotent. 
Proof. Suppose that B E mw n {A”}’ with B compact and 1 E cr(B) \ (0). 
Then A E q,(B) with dim ker(B - 2) < 00 and i, E oP(B*) with 
dim ker(B* - 1) < x. Thus B is quasinilpotent by Theorem 8. 0 
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